
H e a l i n g  I m m e r s i o n

In-person or Virtual Attendance

A Retreat 
with Padma Shakti

April 29-May 2, 2021 (4 days) “Divine Feminine”
Nov 18-21, 2021 (4 days)

In-person attendance: $839
Virtual attendance: $289

“Healing comes when we choose 
to walk away from darkness and   
move towards a brighter light” 

~ Dieter F. Uchtdorf

Rasa Yoga School of Yoga and Ayurveda • 17226 Mercury, Suite 108, Houston, TX 
77058 • 281-282-9400 • www.rasayogaschool.org

Lodging upgrade:
Private Bedroom and Bathroom $200

Rasa Yoga School of Yoga and Ayurveda • 17226 Mercury, Suite 108, Houston, TX 
77058 • 281-282-9400 • www.rasayogaschool.org

H e a l i n g  I m m e r s i o n
A Retreat with Padma Shakti

http://www.rasayogaschool.org/
http://www.rasayogaschool.org/
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Please specify your preferred dates:
1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________

Prerequisites:
• Minimum of 15 Hours of Yoga Classes w/Senior Yoga Rasa Teacher
• Non-current private/group lesson students will be advised to add on (Special: 3 

lessons for $189)
• Submit in writing reason for desiring to participate. 7-8 sentences. Include: (1) what     

is it that most bothers you in life or about the world and (2) if nothing was stopping 
you and you knew you couldn’t fail, what would you attempt right now?

• Complete this application and payment and return no later than 60 days prior to 
retreat. (Note that any special time requests must be approved by Padma.)

Name: _____________________________________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________________________

City:  _____________________________________ State: _______ Zip: ________________

Phone Number(s):  ___________________ Email: _________________________________

Known Health Conditions: ___________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Disclaimer
Yoga is a system of healthy exercises designed to support optimum health. The 
approaches described and taught in this course are not offered as cures, prescriptions, 
diagnoses or a means of diagnosis to different conditions. The information must be 
viewed as an objective compilation of existing data and research. The instructors 
assume no responsibility in the correct or incorrect use of this information and no 
attempt should be made to use any of this information as a form of treatment without 
the approval and guidance of your doctor. I also understand that my registration 
payment is non-refundable and non-transferrable. By undersigning, I have reviewed, 
understand and agree to the above disclaimer.

____________________________________________________________
Signature

The purpose of this Mini Residential Retreat with Padma 
Shakti is to facilitate deeper commitment to practice, healing 
of emotional and physical wounds, breaking cycles of non 
beneficial habits, behaviors and attitudes, enabling expanded 
courage, strengthen tenacity and inspiration.  You will be 
following in the path of many yogis before and a tradition 
that has been strong for thousands of years.  Spending time 
with an authentic yoga teacher like Padma Shakti, in this 
way will create a greater degree for support for transmission 
of the teachings and alignment for your particular life
purpose.
• Upgrade your training to a new level of effectiveness
• Transform negative attitudes
• Reverse downward spiral of thought and emotion 

leading to depression or other self destructive actions
• Discover the power in your emotions
• Enable your weakness to become your strengths and 

bring your strengths into clarity
• Calm a turbid mind to a state of lucidity
• Create clarity for decision making

*In-person attendance: lodging and healthy light meals       
are included

What to bring: A mind ready to grow and a sense of humor, 
Sleeping Bag, Towels, Toiletries, Yoga Mat, Bug Spray & 
Sunscreen, Walking Shoes, Journal, Zafu, and Ear Plugs.

What is Healing Immersion?

Application Form

H e a l i n g  I m m e r s i o n
A Retreat with Padma Shakti



One of my biggest take aways from Healing Immersion is the importance of 
seeing things as if they are already done and to empower myself with the feeling 
and embody that vision. I also understand the true meaning of intention and 
presence by watching Padma. I feel very grateful for being able to have this 
experience and to be surrounded by such beautiful people. I am a light!  
~Robbin S.

The Healing Immersion weekend was a great experience for me! Although I was 
out of my comfort zone, I was able feel that discomfort and be vulnerable in a 
place I knew in my heart was safe. I needed that experience. It helped to 
strengthen me, build trust and courage. The [yoga therapy] diagnostics helped 
me see where I can improve in my postures and where I was doing well. But 
most importantly, I was able to see how quickly I lose control of my breath 
when I feel anxious. Also, the importance of breath over movement. Even 
though I have heard that plenty at the studio, it was different when I had an 
experience with it. I enjoyed the ritual of each day. The short walk was relaxing. 
It was time to connect with nature and helped set the space. ~Linda W.

Through this Healing Immersion, I have experienced what is possible through 
devotion. Gurudevi Padma’s ability to create and hold a space and a vision 
combined with sincere willingness of the student allows healing to flow. Because 
of this time, I am more established in my power, more inspired and committed 
and more filled with joy and gratitude. ~Denise N.

From Healing Immersion, I take with me clarity on how through presence, self-
love, self-security and self-empowerment, I am great just as I am. I need only to 
be me. I have all I need. ~Terri W. 6:30 am – Wake

6:30 am – Morning Ritual: Silence, 7 Habits, Smoothies
7:15 am – Yoga Sadhana (practice) w/ Gurudevi
9:00 am – Nourishing Breakfast

10:30 am – Asana, Pranayama Diagnostics (8 Limbs)

12:30 pm – Healthy Lunch
1:30 pm – Sahaja Kala (personal reflection time)
3:00 pm – Reflection Sadhana (practice) & Svadyaya (self study)
5:00 pm – Satsang (lesson)
6:30 pm – Lovely Dinner
8:00 pm – Inspirational Movie
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Healing Immersion Testimonials From this experience I have been able to see how yoga is a lifestyle and how 
the principles are applied to real life events and circumstances. I have learned 
the sanctity of ritual and the importance of reinforcing positive patterns. I am 
also reminded that it is okay to just be. There really is nothing to negate. My 
presence matters. ~Sara T.

Healing Immersion is a powerful rest. It is a beautiful cross between a spa 
weekend away and yoga training. You work hard, play hard, relax and just be. 
Padma Shakti’s home is a perfect safe haven. Padma and the GPs truly hold 
space for your healing and see you as you really are. 
A real blessing. ~Becky D.

I appreciate so much that Gurudevi has offered Healing Immersions! Through 
the structure of the weekend combined with the powerful space and teachings 
shared, I’ve quickly uncovered insights that I’ve needed to have in order to 
move forward. Momentum of things not serving me has been effectively halted.  
~Liz A

As one of the assistants as well as a 
participant to the Healing Immersion 
Retreat, it is a blessing to see the 
upliftment, the shift in the group 
(including myself) from when they first 
step into the room to when they leave 
the space. Padma Shakti’s gift of being 
able to hold the space for the group       
and respond to what is needed from 
moment to moment reflects her strength 
to allow the space for healing to occur, 
for healing to begin. ~Gracie A.

Healing Immersion Testimonials (continued)…

A Typical Day in a Healing Immersion:

"A miracle [healing] is just a shift in 
perception from fear to love...  
Miracles [healing] are everyone’s right, 
but purification is necessary first.” 

~ACIM



• Anyone dealing with grief or depression
• Students feeling stuck in a pattern not 

beneficial to long term goals
• Those seeking to move to a new level in their 

ability to teach
• MITs feeling discouraged or defeated
• People interested in upgraded to more formal 

result oriented training
• Students that are committed to excellence in 

all endeavors in life
• Anyone seeking an authentic yoga teacher 

and a more traditional teacher and student 
relationship

• Those that would like to have a clear vision 
and path for their life

• Anyone wanting to live a life of purpose on 
purpose

Padma Shakti is Founder and Director of Rasa Yoga 
School of Yoga and Ayurveda, Visible Belief Education 
Foundation, and Bay Area Yoga Collective. Padma 
holds a firm commitment that Yoga and Ayurveda are 
on the cutting edge for success and leadership 
development. Through her ability to effectively 
assimilate and disseminate the teachings of Yoga and 
Ayurveda she enables people to craft a life beyond just 
getting by, to live a full life thriving and healthy toward 
the absolute highest quality possible. Padma Shakti is 
committed to the power of community and seeks to
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Padma Shakti (Tracie Brace Hatton)
E-RYT 500, Founder & Director of Yoga Studies

demonstrate that through functional relationships, you strengthen and 
empower not only yourself, but the whole of humanity. Her ability and 
clarity to empower others is made possible by her study, training and love of 
these great beings: Dr. David Hoch, Lex Gillian, Reverend Karen Rudor, 
Sandra Summerfield-Kozak of International Yoga Studies, Rodney Yee, Shiva 
Rea, Dr. David Frawley, Dr. Stephen Phillips and Swami Atma. There are 
many other masters and teachers to pay homage to as well, whether by 
lineage living now or before. Her current studies and training are influenced 
mostly by Master Jason Campbell, Pandit Rajmani Tigunait and Yogarupa
Rod Stryker. 

Who Should Participate? 


